
Applicant: Bonnie Keeler

A. INTRODUCTION

PROPOSAL TITLE (20 words)

Please provide a title for your proposal. This title may be displayed on the competition website post-submission

so please be descriptive.

YOUR QUICK PITCH (100 words)

Provide a summary of the new model your team is offering that fosters and rewards interdisciplinary research

and interactions. The description should read as a short and interesting pitch for your core concept. Focus on

delivering a compelling overview so that the Evaluation Panel members assigned to score your application will

want to read more. Your description should not require any other context to clearly explain what you are

offering. This is your opportunity to make a strong first impression so make every word count.

B. ABOUT YOUR TEAM
Advances in science and engineering increasingly require the collaboration of scholars and

practitioners from various fields, and coordination across sectors and institutions. The following

information is required to capture a basic understanding of the leadership, structure, vision, and

capabilities of your team. Teams may consist of members from multiple organizations or consist

Institutionalizing interdisciplinarity: A cross-institutional network to synthesize what is working (and not) in

the pursuit of transformative sustainability science

Interdisciplinary research is necessary to tackle urgent societal challenges, yet institutional barriers hinder

these efforts. Conventional systems reward individual work over collaboration and conformity over risk-

taking, dis-incentivizing engagement with “real world” problems. While universities have invested in

institutes, graduate programs, and other cross-cutting mechanisms, they remain uncoordinated

experiments with limited contribution to systemic change. Our project aims to change that.

We will create a cross-university network to review and synthesize three central challenges to

institutionalizing interdisciplinarity: Measuring impact, Supporting students, and Fostering co-development.

Our models will be drawn from sustainability science - an emerging field that spans natural and social

sciences.

https://www.nakfichallenge.org/prizeware/pop.aspx?mod=93e5dc0d-3639-448f-be97-5076d4e43412&RBG_JDM_Entity_Key=2efd7390-ebfd-4c69-8928-0885b1d17da3#


of members that belong to the same organization.

TEAM ORGANIZATION (250 words)

Each team member must fulfill a specific purpose in implementing your proposed idea. Let us know how your

team is structured. Be sure to identify each team member and their affiliation and role. You may include an

organizational chart by inserting an image into the text box. Clearly identify which team members have

participated in NAKFI conferences.

Our project team represents universities from all major geographies of the U.S., two universities in the U.K.,

and one in Canada. These universities are recognized leaders in sustainability science, in large part, because

of institutional investments they have made in cross-college institutes, interdisciplinary programs, student

training, and external engagement.

The team first came together as part of a collaborative essay describing reforms that would enhance the

effectiveness of universities in addressing urgent environmental challenges (Keeler et al. 2017). Our

proposal is motivated by the team's desire to create a more formalized learning network. We aim to

synthesize what has worked, what challenges remain, and how to motivate long-term change at the

institutional level.

The synthesis team will set the vision for the project, including developing a common synthesis framework,

defining goals for each workshop, recruiting participants and representative case studies, and leading

reports and other project deliverables. Keeler will oversee the work of the synthesis team and ensure the

projects stay on track with strategic support from Olander and her post doc. Project participants will attend

meetings, recruit and mentor students, and contribute case studies from their home institutions for review

https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/67/7/591/3845079


TEAM MANAGEMENT (200 words)

Please name up to three of the managing team members or decision makers, including their specific titles

within their affiliated organizations. Provide a short biographical statement for those three team members;

focus on their interdisciplinary experience most relevant to your proposal and include a description of their

role on your team to oversee implementation of your proposal.

LETTER OF SUPPORT (OPTIONAL)

If your team consists of multiple organizations, you are required to upload a letter of support (in PDF format),

which stipulates the relationship between the organizations. Make sure to include all necessary parts by

referring to the following guidelines for drafting your Letter of Support. Be sure to include all team members

who are critical to the implementation of your proposed idea.

If your team is internal to a single organization, you do not need to complete this section.

Letters of Support_ALL.pdf

and synthesis.

In addition to institute leadership and program directors, we want to elevate the perspectives of students in

defining the future of interdisciplinary research. Participants will nominate students from their institutions to

participate in workshops and learning exchanges. Synthesis activities will be supported by graduate student

researchers and the project will support student attendance at interdisciplinary conferences.

The project will be led by the University of Minnesota (UMN) under the direction of Dr. Bonnie Keeler with

support from Fred Rose and Jessica Hellmann. Keeler has experience leading teams, managing complex

budgets - including multiple investigators and institutions - and supervising students and research staff. Her

research expertise is in the modeling and assessment of ecosystem services using both quantitative and

qualitative approaches. Keeler is the lead of a University of Minnesota initiative called CREATE (Co-

developing Research and Engaged Approaches to Transform Environments) that aims to test and refine new

models of interdisciplinary scholarship in partnership with communities.

As the lead institution, the University of Minnesota will have responsibility for supervision of the project,

control over the use of the grant funds, and responsibility for reporting. Keeler will supervise a project

coordinator that will oversee communications, logistics, budgets, and network coordination. The coordinator

will also be the primary liaison for students involved in the project, serving as a consistent and dedicated

point of contact for their questions and ideas. Duke University, under the leadership of Dr. Lydia Olander,

will provide strategic support on deliverables and outcomes.

http://environment.umn.edu/staff/bonnie-keeler/
http://environment.umn.edu/staff/fred-rose/
http://environment.umn.edu/staff/jessica-hellmann/
https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/about/people/lydia-olander
javascript:%20exitframe('/#letter-of-support');
https://www.nakfichallenge.org/pages/download.aspx?key=9634e7bb-a509-40fd-afa1-a14bb97757a5


C. YOUR PROPOSAL
Provide the details of your idea. Be sure to emphasize how your proposal aligns with the four

traits that will be used to assess each valid application (see Trait Scoring Rubric).

Each proposal must demonstrate a clear understanding of the problem currently holding back

interdisciplinary research and the cross-collaboration of scholars from various fields. Your

proposal may address structural barriers, interpersonal hurdles, or other types of impediments to

effective interdisciplinary collaboration. For example, the goals of the National Academies Keck

Futures Initiative are to influence:

structural change in research funding, both public and private, to provide significantly

increased support for interdisciplinary and cross-professional research

structural change within research universities to foster more interdisciplinary research

changes in the career paths of Futures participants resulting from greater interdisciplinary

and cross-professional opportunities

increases in the opportunities for graduate student (PhD-level) research in interdisciplinary

and cross-professional areas.

To achieve a deeper understanding of your idea, convince those reviewing your application that

you understand the greater context and the local realities of the environment in which you work.

Describe the circumstances that hinder interdisciplinary researchers and practitioners and set the

stage for why your approach offers meaningful change and opportunities to address complex

problems that transcend disciplinary, professional, structural, and other types of boundaries.

THE BIG CHALLENGE (150 words)

Please provide a broad description of the specific problem that you are committed to addressing through your

team’s idea. Offer an explanation of the current resources available to address the problem. Focus on why

those resources are insufficient to break-through the current barriers. Explain any previous attempts to solve

the problem, if there were any, and why your big challenge persists within your environment.

Despite widespread support, interdisciplinary research and practice have yet to be institutionalized in

academia. In the absence of robust metrics of interdisciplinarity, it is hard to define “excellence”. The reward

structure for students and future faculty remains oriented towards individual, discipline-specific knowledge

production, instead of collaborative impact-oriented research that embraces diversity and creativity.

In response to these challenges, institutions are experimenting with new models of interdisciplinary

research. These initiatives demonstrate that progress is possible and can take a diversity of forms - from

metrics that reward impact, to new models of research that prioritize the co-development of questions with

end-users, to programs that support students to pursue interdisciplinary careers.

javascript:%20exitframe('/#scoring');


LOCAL CONDITIONS (150 words)

Build on your description of the big challenge and offer a complementary description of the environment

where you plan to implement your approach. Show that you understand the specific intricacies that you must

overcome. Explain your understanding of the necessary operations or tactics critical to overcoming any

implementation challenges.

The next phase of interdisciplinarity--that is more widespread and more impactful--must build on these

examples and explore opportunities to institutionalize interdisciplinarity in academia. This presents an

opportunity to address a final challenge - getting institutions to create enduring networks for learning and

collaboration.

Our goal is to transition current university initiatives from one-off experiments into sustainable programs

that lead to long-term institutional reform. The partners involved in our proposal are leading-edge

institutions where interdisciplinary is promoted by either top-down university-wide initiatives (see UMN

Grand Challenges and the Office of the Vice Provost for Interdisciplinary Studies at Duke) or bottom-up

student-led approaches (see MUSE highlighted in Logan & Arnott 2017).

https://strategic-planning.umn.edu/grand-challenges-research
https://sites.duke.edu/interdisciplinary/
http://muse-initiative.umich.edu/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-017-07261-1


YOUR TACTICS (250 words)

Describe your expertise and the specific details of your technical and operational approach. How will your team

foster ways to more effectively conduct, facilitate, and understand interdisciplinary research programs and

projects and the individuals and institutions who undertake them? Be specific, get creative. Explain your

knowledge of what’s required to achieve success while offering insight into the technical aspects of your idea –

what makes your approach different and better? Why does your approach matter? Feel free to include a link to

conceptual sketch or drawing that represents your ideas.

NOTE: If you include a link to a file, be sure that the appropriate permissions are set so that individuals outside

your organization can open it.

Barriers to interdisciplinary initiatives exist, even at these forward-looking institutions. Faculty, staff, and

students often feel overwhelmed with the expectations of research, teaching, and service (see Hellmann et

al. 2013). Administrators and university leadership face budget constraints and academic structures that

disincentivize collaboration. Our network can’t overcome all barriers, but we do think that by highlighting

and synthesizing what is possible across institutions will foster healthy competition among universities as

they seek to attract top faculty, students, and funding which increasingly prioritizes interdisciplinary

research.

Our proposal aims to formalize and resource a cross-university network that will synthesize progress,

identify best practices, and speak with one voice about what needs to change in order to institutionalize

interdisciplinarity over the long term. We will focus our work on three core challenges to action-oriented

interdisciplinary scholarship (see below). For each challenge, we will host a workshop and invite

representatives from multiple universities, aiming for diversity in discipline, geography, and career stage.

Workshops will review current efforts at addressing each challenge (including details about funding,

administration, and logistics), critique what is working (and not), and synthesize the findings into specific

recommendations that partners can bring back to their home institutions.

http://blogs.nature.com/soapboxscience/2013/05/23/the-twenty-fifth-hour-of-the-day-finding-time-for-outreach-part-2-reachingoutsci


SUSTAINABILITY (150 words)

Describe your plan to support the proposal after implementation. Describe how your proposal will become

self-sustaining over time. What are the key implementation details that will ensure a long-lasting change in your

organization(s) to support the overarching goals of your proposal?

D. YOUR PROJECT PLAN AND BUDGET
The information provided in the previous sections is intended to reveal team leadership, and

strategic and practical plans; we also need to understand the feasibility of your idea.

YOUR TIMELINE AND KEY MILESTONES (150 words)

In addition to workshops, the project will organize and facilitate symposia at the 2019 International Congress

for Conservation Biology (ICCB) in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and the American Association for the

Advancement of Science (AAAS) 2020 Annual Meeting in Seattle, Washington. These symposia held in

conjunction with existing conferences will allow our team to recruit new project partners, broaden our suite

of cases, and get feedback on our synthesis framework and goals.

In service to the network-building goal, we will also support student exchanges at different institutions, and

fund project participants to conduct informal site visits to learn more about ongoing projects throughout the

network. We will utilize the team collaboration software, Slack, to promote the exchange of student ideas

and insights before and after scheduled workshops.

Our proposal will result in best practices that will be taken up by project participants and communicated to

institutional leadership. We do not seek to establish a new program and thus do not need to fund activities

in perpetuity. Instead, we will use the products of our synthesis to push for change in our home institutions

 - including the use of alternative impact and performance metrics, new models of co-development and

participatory research, and changes to curriculum, training, and other programs that target undergraduate

and graduate students.

Institutions have detailed their interest in the proposal and intent to act on recommendations from the

synthesis workshops in the attached letters of support. We will also launch an online platform for

collaboration with the hope of creating a supportive community of practice that will continue to engage in

productive discussions, share resources, and collaborate on papers and proposals well beyond the project

end.



In chronological order, identify the milestones and timeline for implementing your idea.

BUDGET NARRATIVE (150 words)

Please offer an overview for how you would use the grant award of $500,000. This Budget Narrative should

complement your project plan. Your budget narrative description should include, in broad terms, total

projected needs by category, and you may include any explanations of existing resources that you have

secured. Additionally, if you plan to subcontract any of the work of the project, provide a description of what

part of the project you will subcontract and who will do the work.

 

Date Activity Ongoing

Nov 2018 Project launch. Advertise project coordinator position. Form synthesis team to

create vision and timeline. Initiate planning for workshops.

Online

collaboration

platform

moderated by

students,

synthesis team

web-meetings,

sharing of

resources and

learning.

Feb 2019 First workshop - Cambridge University

March 2019 Planning meeting for the synthesis team in conjunction with the Natural Capital

Symposium at Stanford University

May 2019 Second workshop - Duke University

Summer

2019
Graduate student research and review in support of project challenges

July 2019 ICCB in Malaysia: Contributed symposium on interdisciplinary research in

service to conservation

Fall 2019 Student exchanges and site visits

January

2020
Third workshop - UCLA

Feb 2020 AAAS in Seattle: Contributed symposium highlighting results of synthesis and

solicitation of additional projects

Summer

2020
Second phase of graduate student research and review

Aug 2020 Fourth workshop - University of Minnesota

Oct 2020 Submission of final work products and project end

 

The budget supports key personnel, including PI Keeler, graduate student researchers, and a full-time

project coordinator. A subcontract to Duke University funds Olander and post-doctoral support for



DETAILED BUDGET

Please provide specific line items from your budget narrative (above) in United States Dollars (USD). Award

funds can be used to cover direct and indirect expenses necessary for the successful completion of the project.

Please make sure that any funds identified in this table reflect your general explanations provided in your

budget narrative.

NOTE: Per National Academy of Sciences policy, tuition is an indirect expense and should be included in the

“indirect expense” category.

ADDITIONAL EXPECTED SUPPORT (50 words)

In this section, describe any additional capital or support you have secured from other sources. If you do not

have additional capital, please enter “NONE.”

synthesis, network coordination, and creation of final work products. Other expenses include publication

fees, subscriptions for collaboration software, and costs associated with hosting the three workshops in

Durham, North Carolina (Duke University Nicholas Institute), Cambridge, UK (Cambridge Conservation

Research Institute), Los Angeles, California (UCLA Institute on Environment and Sustainability), and a final

culminating event in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Humphrey School of Public Affairs). Travel funds support the

participation of students, researchers, and faculty at the four events, travel and registration fees for two

conferences (one domestic, one international), and funding for student learning exchanges at participating

institutions. Indirect costs at the University of Minnesota are calculated at the negotiated rate of 54% of the

modified total direct costs.

Personnel Costs (e.g., salaries, stipends, benefits) $139,546

Subcontracts to other institutions/collaborators $49,186

Fringe $34,652

Travel $100,337

Equipment $0

Supplies $600

Reports (e.g., fees associated with producing resulting publication(s)) $3,000

Meeting Expenses (e.g., room rental, food and beverage, registration fees, conference

call/webinar expenses, etc.)

$11,400

Other Direct Costs $3,202

Indirect Expenses (including tuition and indirect expenses associated with subcontracts) $158,077

TOTAL (MUST TOTAL $500,000): $500,000

LINE ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AMOUNT (US DOLLARS)

NONE



PRIVATE BENEFIT (150 words)

Will private interests (such as shareholders, for-profit companies, contractors, consultants, or other individuals)

benefit more than incidentally from the solution as compared to the public or charitable benefit? If your

solution will trigger any private benefit to one or more individuals, provide an explanation of how the public

benefit cannot be achieved without necessarily benefiting those individuals and to what degree any private

benefit compares to public benefit.

RISK MANAGEMENT & MITIGATION (150 words)

Please describe any threats to your proposed idea and how you plan to address them. While every project plan

is different, we expect teams to raise the most important assumptions of risk and how you will manage them.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS (150 words)

This is your opportunity to describe outstanding issues that you could not offer in other sections. The

implementation of your idea may require other resources or partnerships; please explain them. You can offer

any contingency planning, based on specific issues raised in the risk or budget sections of your proposal.

The proposal serves public sector audiences - academic institutions and their students, faculty and staff and

the communities and stakeholders that serve to benefit from their solutions-oriented scholarship. All

intellectual property generated during project activities will be vested in the home institution of the

contributing researcher. No private interests will benefit in any manner other than incidentally.

The greatest risk to the project is the persistent culture of academia and its reticence to adopt changes

identified by our project. Not all interdisciplinary projects in our synthesis have been successful. Many have

encountered challenges related to funding, faculty support, or shifts in leadership. Considering failed

programs is just as important as reviewing successful ones. One outcome of the project will be the

development of evaluation tools to help programs implement new ideas, assess and mitigate against

common pitfalls, and share learning with a network of supportive colleagues.

The success of the project will depend upon our team's ability to work collaboratively, with institutions

holding each other accountable and encouraging risk taking and innovation. By seeding a network and

broadly disseminating results of our analysis, we anticipate that our findings will influence actions in support

of interdisciplinary scholarship both within the project team and beyond.

Our proposal is motivated by the observation that innovative interdisciplinary models are all around us, but

are not getting much attention beyond their home institutions. Instead of focusing on one solution or

creating another model, we aim to synthesize existing experiments and resource a network of leaders



seeking to reform academia-as-usual.

A unique aspect of our proposal is our emphasis on resourcing students to drive the future conversation

about interdisciplinarity. We will support student participation at workshops, conferences, and "exchange"

visits at other institutions. We will create a student-led online collaboration platform where they can share

ideas and create a narrative about what THEY want from the future of academia.

Students will also play an important role in defining the project deliverables. Potential outcomes range from

coursework that integrates new impact metrics, co-development practices, and transdisciplinary

experiences, blog posts, and/or a proposal for a special issue in an interdisciplinary journal.


